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Abstract. Measurements of atmospheric seeing for the Mount Abu Infrared 
Observatory, Gurusikhar are presented. Observations made with a differential 
image motion monitor, between 6 December 1999 to 28 April 2000, give an error
corrected, median value of 0.91 arc second for the seeing during this period. 
Due to certain constraints, seeing measurements were possible only during a 
substantial fraction of, but not the complete observing season. The results 
therefore, may be considered to give, a qualitative idea of the seeing conditions 
at Mt. Abu. 
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1. Introduction 

The 1.2-m telescope of the Physical Resea.rcb. Laboratory Ahmedabad is situated on 
Gurusikhar peak at Mount Abu, Rajasthan. The latitude, longitude and altitude of 
the observatory, as measured by GPS observations, are 7'1P 46' 4611 E, 24° 39' nit N 
and 1765 metres above mean sea level respectively. The telescope has been operational 
for close to a decade. The site is known to have the largest number of clear nights in 
a year vis -a-vis several other sites in India (Sapru et al., 1998). The seeing was also 
known to be good from observational experience and occasional seeing measurements 
made earlier. However systematic and fairly extended measurements of the seeing at the 
site had not been done earlier. The advent of low-cost, small-size and easy-to-operate 
differential image motion monitors (DlMM's) has been fairly recent. These instruments 
have helped greatly in measuring the seeing at established sites and also for the evaluation 
of proposed sites prior to the commissioning of large telescopes. Further> it bas been well 
established that seeing values obtained using a DlMM agree well with seeing estimates 
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madl! simultaneously using large telescopes (Sarazin and Roddier, 1990). In the following 
sections we present the results of the seeing at Mt.Abu, determined using a DIMM. 

2. Instrumentation and Observations 

The D~IM that was used for the observations consists of a 14-in. Oelestron ( 0-14) 
t.eJaJCOpe with a Santa Barbara Instrument Group ST-4 OOD camera. The C-14 was 
mounted on the middle block of the 1.2-m telescope whose drive system was used for 
tfat.king. Hence the seeing values reported here are seeing values within the dome tliat 
boUle the l.2-m telescope. 

The CCD is controlled by a PC via a software program, written in Turbo Pascal, 
which was originally developed by Wood et aI. (1995) for their seeing measurements at 
hUng Heights and Siding Spring observatory. The software enables the acquisition, 
real time display and storage of the seeing data. The front of the 0-14 was covered by ~ 
IXIIIk in .hich two circular holes of diameter 5 em and 20 em separation were cut out. 
One or the holes is kept open while the other is covered by a small angle prism. The 
prism ma."gi.naDy deYia.tes the incoming light so that the two apertures of the 0-14 form 
two aepara.ted. images of the same star on the CCD . These two images which are formed 
~ the line joining the center of the apertures, were separated by about 30 pixels in our 
obeenatioos. The centroids of both the star images, in terms of pixels, are determined 
by tbe program and, as discussed in the next section, it is the variance of these centroids 
for a let of MmlI'al imase £rame:s that gives a seeing measure. In our observations, 10 ms 
expo8'UJ'eI were Si1t!l for each £rame and a set of 100 such frames. eovering a total time 
at 5 minutee, were used to give one seeing value. 

The aerelD& obeenUions reported here were made on 25 nights between 6 December 
168 lAd 28 April 2000 and CXIDlprise a total set of 762 seeing estimates. The bulk or 
\be ol-.r .. ...u.au, ~. were spaced out during the months of December, Janua:ry and 
Nardl d. tbiI period. The actual obaervatioDal season at Mt. Abu extends approximately 
bet .... October to Ma;r (a total of about 8 months). The monsoon period and other 
.... 1IIIIlher c:oaditioDI pr:ewat obeervations during the rest of the time. Hence, 
oar obM: 'IBtioaI eamp:Ie about .fA) ~ cJ. the ava.ilable observational time. Thus 
.. IItIltiiatia d. \hi ..... ~ reported here may not represent the overall 
..... ~ .. Mt.. Abu. Much as we would have liked, a more-ex:tended study 
..... poaaible due 10 .....at ~ Doe to lack of a separate location for the 
(l..14 .......... llDiDt.errupted and ~ obeenatiODS could not be made. Hence, as 
-. earlier, it ,.. mounted OIl 'the maiD uJeacope and the observations reported 
ht'!l'e .. -ere made M the expelUIe of me o'beerver'sotrn time at the main telescope. In light fI_ ..... t.IIe ....... pt.-..d he!;,e are iDtended to gbe a qualitative idea of the 
~ng at Mt. Abu. 
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3. Theory and data reduction 

The variance of the image centroids of the star, for a set of 100 frames, are first converted 
from a pixel scale to an arc second scale by using the conversion £at1;or of 0.845 arcsec / pixel 
in the x or longitudinal direction and 0.725 arcsec/pixel in the 11 or transverse direction. 
The longitudinal direction is defined as that which is along the direction joining the two 
star images or the apertures in the two-hole mask. If u? and a: are the variances of 
the relative image motion in the longitudinal and transverse direction, then as given by 
Sarazin and Roddier (1990) 

0',2 = 257(0.179 _ 0.0968) -5/3 
DI/S £11/3 rO,Y (I) 

2 _ 257(0.179 _ 0.145) -5/3 
Ut - D l /3 al/S rO,Y (2) 

where D is the hole diameter, a is the hole separation and ro, Y is the Fried parameter 
at the wavelength of observation (550 nm). From equations 1 and 2, two valuES of the 
Fried parameter can be found and these can be used to calculate the FW H M of the 
stellar image as would be found in a large telescope (D> >ro. y) from the relation 

FWHMobBeMJed. = 
0.98), 

rO,Y 
(3) 

Using equations I, 2 and 3, two independent measures of the FW H M are obtained. 
An average of these two values was taken to represent the seeing value. This average 
seeing value was then corrected for the airmass to give an estimate of the zenith-seei.ng 
by using the relation 

(4) 

where 'Y is the zenith distance. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

In all sueceeding graphical plots, the seeing referred to is the zenith-seeing described in 
the preceding section. The seeiD.g values on different epochs are presented in Fig. 1 in 
a 100flaie form. The.scale is the same for each subgJ'aph in this figure. To get a better 
feel as to how the seeing behaves in general, we have plotted all the observational data 
in FiI 2a. From this figure, it is clearly seen that the bulk of the ~ values tend 
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to cluster around two bands in the range of 0.5/1-0.611 and 0.911-1.0" (which have to be 
corrected for errors as discussed below) respectively. This bi- modal distribution is more 
clearly seen in Fig. 2b in which a histogram of the seeing values has been plotted. The 
bin Si7.e for this histogram is 0.2" with the first bin centered at 0.111. The center of each 
bin has been marked with a cross. As seen from this figure the maximum frequency of 
the seeing values are in the 0.4/1 to 0.611 range. We have fitted a two--g8oussian fit to this 
histogram, indicated by the bold continuous line. The two--gaussia.n curve fits the data 
quite reasonably well and the parameters of the fit indicate that the seeing values have a 
bi- modal distribution with peaks at 0.52" and 0.90". In Fig. 2c we have illustrated the 
quality of the seeing as a percentage of total observing time i.e. the percentage of time 
over which the seeing is less than or equal to a given value. The figure indicates that for 
45% of the time the seeing is below 0.6" and subarcsec seeing « 1.011 ) is obtained during 
80% of the time. The median seeing is fuund to be 0.6311 • However, the seeing values 
have to be corrected for errors which is discussed below. 

The sources of errors in DIMM observations as described by Sarazin and Roddier 
(1990) are due to three factors viz. error due to determination of image centroids1 sta
tistical errors and errors due to exposur~ time. We follow their method of error analysis. 
Regarding the error due to centroiding, an independent lab test using pin holes (as de
scribed by Sarazin and Roddier (1990) or Ram Sagar et al. (2000» was not conducted 
by US fur determining this error. But since a similar CCD system (ST4) was used by us 
and Ram Sagar et al. (2000), it is reasonable to adopt their uncertainty in centroiding of 
0.09 pixels to be valid fur us too. This converts to an error of 3.5% in the seeing estimate. 
The statistical error, as per Sarazin and Roddier, depends on the number N of seeing 
values·recorded in a minute - this being the approximate time scale over which the a.t
mosphere maintains the ~e statistical properties. We can record about twenty images 
per minute from which forty estimates of the seeing are obtained in the two directions. 
If the errors in the longitudinal and transverse seeing estimates are assumed the same, 
then the statistical: error works out to 13.5% for individual results. 

Martin (1987) has shown how the contribution of winds in the turbulent la.yers of 
the atmosphere can ca.use underestimation of the seeing depending on the duration of 
the exposure time. Since we do not have a.ct.ual data on wind speeds in the tropopause 
and high atmospheric levels, we can only make an estimate of their effect. We use Fig 
8c and 8d of Martin in conjunction with the requisite parameters, viz. exposure time of 
10ms, hole separation-to--diameter ratio of 4 and an assumed wind velocity of 20-25 m/s. 
The wind velocity is the primary factor in underestimating seeing and choosing a correct 
value for this parameter is necessary. As shown by Martin (1987), actual measurements 
show that a representative wind speed in the range 15-30 m/s is appropriate. The wind 
direction is assumed to have been, on an a'renlge, at forty five degrees to the line join
ing the apertures. This may be a. reasonable conclusion to draw from Fig 3 where the 
longitudinal seeing has been plotted. versus the transverse seeing. The line of regression 
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JIIpn :&. P'lI. 2a.".,. the seei.ng versus time plot foJ: the complete data. set of seeing values. 
hi: Pi:g" 2b a. hiItogr&m of the IN!!OiDg is shown. A two gaussian fit to the histogram is indicated 
by e. ~.... '!"he ~ of each bin is marked with a. cross. Fig 2c. indicates, 
bt ~ form, the perttmtage of time during which the seeing was below a. certain seeing 
-'.. POt (!:lI;U1ple, the IIII'Jeing is 0eI0w ut' for 80 percent of the time. 
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Figure 3. A plot of the tra:osverse versus the longitudinal seeing for the entire data. The 
least-squares-:lit to the data is the continuous line and has the form 11 = 1.014% - 0.071. 

through the data. points has the form 11 = 1.014x - 0.071 indicating that the longitudinal 
and transverse seeing estimates are almost the same and therefore appear to be affected 
to the same extent by the presence of winds. For the above parameters, we find that the 
mean square differential motion is underestimated by about fifty percent. The error in 
the seeing FWHM, due to £nite exposure times, would therefore be tbree-fift.hs of this 
i.e. 30%. 

It is therefore seen that the predominant source of error in the seeing values is caused 
by finite exposure times used for the observations. H the errors are all additive, then the 
seeing values are underestimated by approximately 47%. Hence the median value of the 
seeing is 0.91 arc second. Although the data does not sample the entire observational 
season at Mt. Abu ( October to May), these results show that good seeing COnditiollS 
generally prevail at the site. The seeing at a few other Indian and several international 
sites can be found in a compilation by Ram Sagar at aI. (2000) and in the work of Das 
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et al (1999). From the compilation of Ram Sagar et aI. (2000) we find that the median 
seeing value reported here is quite consistent with that of other sites at similar altitudes. 
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